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1.1) About Company :

When it comes to the 

best of tradition and a 

whip of contemporary 

styles one can trust 

Limras Fashion. They 

are one of the 

pioneers of the art of 

creating designer and  

formal wear for men in India and creating the very 

specialized segment of men's wedding couture. 

Today, they have an illustrious client with the names 

of top-notch actors of bollywood, like amongst 

them. 

Their team of highly skilled designers is not afraid to 

experiment and strives to deliver an ideal mix of the 

classic and the contemporary.  

 

1.2) About MD : 

Limras MD Mr. Qamaruddin (KD Khan), is a famous 

bollywood fashion designer. 

He create wardrobe collections of many bollywood 

Stars. They all always appreciate and talk about him 

and his work. He 

attend many 

Bollywood party in 

Mumbai. 

 

1.3) Company Mission : 

Companies’ mission is to make designer outfits in the reach of normal and middle 

class people. 
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1.4)    Celebrity Pictures Collections : 
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2.1) SHERWANI : 

Sherwani is one of the 

most popular choices 

for grooms on their 

wedding day. Limras 

Fashion carries an 

elegant range of 

Wedding Sherwanis 

using rich fabrics like 

Brocade, Linen, 

Jacquard, Velvet and 

Silk, these are embellished with lavish zardozi, 

thread and hand embroidery to make an outfit 

perfect for the occasion. Take your pick from our 

signature collection of Sherwanis which comes with 

matching kurta pajama set. Pair it up with elegant 

stole and matching accessories like Pagri, Mojaris, 

Kalangi and Mala for a regal look. Sherwanis are 

available as readymade, finely tailored and 

customized to suit personal sense of style. 

 

2.2)  INDO-WESTERN : 

The Indo Western is a fusion of the best of ethnic & 

western wear. It is comparatively shorter than the 

traditional Sherwani and made of more rich, lighter 

and finer fabric. If you are looking to wear 

something classy and modern, Indo Western is a 

great choice for groom as well as his friends and 

family. You can style your Indo Western with Dhoti, 

Patiala Salwar, 

Breeches, Trousers or 

Churidar to create a 

traditional and suave 

impression. 

 

2) OUR PRODUCT 
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2.3)  KURTA-PAJAMA : 

Kurta Pajama is an 

integral part of 

traditional clothing for 

men. It is perhaps the 

most comfortable 

attire in a man’s 

wardrobe. Limras 

Fashion’s Kurta  

 

Pajama comes in an exhaustive range not only for 

special occasions, but also for daily wear. Daily wear 

kurtas come in premium cotton & linen fabrics and 

are available in a wide range of colors. Party wear 

kurtas are available in a variety of silk fabrics & 

colors. Kurta Pajamas can be accessorised with a 

stole or a Jawahar Jacket for an elegant look. 

 

2.4) JAWAHAR JACKET : 

A tailored sleeveless jacket with mandarin collar, 

falling just to the hip, Jawahar Jacket, was 

popularized by late Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in the 

1940’s. It has inspired some of the most striking 

personalities, world over, including The Beatles & 

James Bond. Limras Fashion is known for its wide 

range of Jawahar Jackets. These are available in 

various styles, cuts & fabrics like linen, silk & khadi  

for summers; velvet, 

tweed & suede for the 

winters; jute & 

premium TR for the 

whole year round. 

Jawahar Jacket is best 

complimented with 

shirts & trousers/jeans  
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or Kurta Pajama. A classy and ostentatious choice, both for daily wear and festive 

occasions. Having at least a couple of Jawahar Jackets is a must in any wardrobe. 

sure to grab one. 

2.5) BLAZER : 

Trendy Blazers/Coats 

are a must in any 

wardrobe for sheer 

versatility. From casual 

to formal, Blazers can 

be the perfect addition 

to almost any outfit. 

Try Limras Fashion  

wide range of coats in linen and cotton for summer; 

velvet, tweed, suede for winters. 

Wear them with slim fit trousers or denims for a 

great stylish look. Limras Fashion also designs a 

selected range of overcoats in premium tweed 

fabric. Available in various colors, cuts & styles. 

 

2.6) JODHPURI : 

Resplendent with the splendor and style of the 

ancient Maharajas and Mughal Emperors, Jodhpuri 

suits are a paradise for all men. It is sure to give a 

royal look to anyone wearing it. The Bandhgala Coat  

 

comes in various 

fabrics including 

premium tr, wool, 

velvet, jute & linen. It  
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is an Indian classic that can be worn on any occasion. It is an ideal outfit to display 

your Indianness. It is imperative to have at least one of the timeless classics in 

your wardrobe. 

2.7) FORMAL SUITS : 

Trendy Suits are a 

must in any wardrobe 

for a formal look. Try 

Limras Fashion wide 

range of suits in linen 

and cotton for summer; velvet, tweed, suede for 

winters. Limras Fashion also designs a selected 

range of overcoats in premium tweed fabric. 

Available in various colors, cuts & styles. 

 

2.8) SHIRT : 

A shirt is a cloth garment for the upper body, It is 

the most important clothing for men. It has intense 

semiotic interest, because it reflects the personality 

of the man who wears it. 

We design two type of 

shirts first is Chinese 

collar shirt and second 

is tuxedo shirt. 

 

2.9) ACCESSORIES : 

We design accessories for men which compliment their outfits. We design 

accessories like juti, safa, pakdi, kalgis, stole, brooches etc. 
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2.10) TUXEDO : 

Fine suits have always 

been the highlight of a 

man’s status and 

confidence. Inspired 

by luxury, perfection 

and fine tailoring, 

today’s modern 

tuxedos by Limras 

Fashion will give you 

the cutting edge you 

deserve. Our range ensembles fine hand tailored 

luxury tuxedos in velvet, wool, silk & premium tr 

fabrics with satin lapel, shawl or notch collar. 

Tuxedos are perfect for any special occasion like 

cocktail, engagement, reception, Xmas/New Year’s 

Eve party or any other special evening. Limras 

Fashion makes Tuxedos super stylized with 

matching bow tie and pocket square that sets you 

apart from others. 

 

2.11) KURTA-PAJAMA SET : 

Kurta Pajama is an integral part of traditional 

clothing for men. It is perhaps the most comfortable 

attire in a man’s wardrobe. Limras Fashion’s Kurta  

Pajama comes in an exhaustive range not only for 

special occasions, but also for daily wear. Daily wear 

kurtas come in premium cotton & linen fabrics and 

are available in a wide range of colors. Party wear  

kurtas are available in 

a variety of silk fabrics 

& colors. Kurta 

Pajamas can be 

accessorised with a 

stole or a Jawahar 

Jacket for an elegant 

look. 
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